Abstract
Introduction
Modern processors need a large instruction window to ensure that many independent instructions are available for execution at any time. As processors with more functional units are built, it is also necessary to increase the instruction fetch bandwidth so that the instruction window size can be correspondingly increased.
Increasing the instruction fetch bandwidth beyond eight instructions per cycle poses special problems. Typical programs contain taken branches every eight instructions on average [6] . At every taken branch in a program, the fetch unit must be redirected to fetch instructions from a new address. Since most instruction caches can only supply data from contiguous memory locations in one cycle, instructions from the branch target address cannot be fetched in the same cycle as the instructions up to the branch. This restricts instruction fetch bandwidth to the average number of instructions between taken branches. The wider the fetch unit, the more likely it is that fetch slots will be wasted because of discontinuities in the instruction stream.
Proposed solutions to this problem can be divided into two categories: (a) augmenting the branch predictor to predict multiple branches per cycle [21] and the instruction cache to supply multiple discontinuous lines per cycle [4] , and (b) storing instructions in dynamic execution order in the cache (i.e. using a trace cache) [11, 12, 16] . The first solution makes the branch predictor and the cache more complex, potentially increasing the cycle time; the second solution leads to inefficient use of cache space, potentially increasing cache miss rates.
Both classes of solutions work by fetching a large number of contiguous instructions from a single point in the program every cycle. In this paper, we propose a highbandwidth fetch mechanism that fetches a small number of contiguous instructions from multiple points in the program, as opposed to fetching a large number of contiguous instructions from a single point.
Fetching a large block of contiguous instructions, or wide fetch, is inefficient for out-of-order processors. Figure 1 illustrates how fetch and execution of consecutive instructions overlaps in time. This data is from a 16-wide processor augmented with a trace cache. Traces are variable length, up to a maximum of 16 instructions. The trace selection algorithm is described in Section 2.4.1, and the simulated machine configuration is discussed in Section 3. On average, the processor fetches one trace every two cycles. The first instruction of a typical trace starts execution three cycles after the trace has been completely fetched, and it takes about 20 cycles for all instructions in the trace to begin executing.
As clearly illustrated by the figure, traces are fetched consecutively but their execution is almost entirely concurrent. This is not an entirely unexpected result: previous work has shown that significant parallelism exists between instructions of different traces [20] . Therefore, the actual order in which instructions are executed is very different from their order in the program. First, a small number of data-independent instructions in both traces get executed, followed by the rest of the instructions in the traces in dataflow order.
Even though a trace cache can fetch an entire trace in one cycle, all instructions in the trace are not needed in that cycle since only a small fraction will be executed immediately. Wide fetch is inefficient for out-of-order processors since instructions are not needed in sequential order. A few instructions from each trace that are first in dataflow order are the ones needed earliest, followed later by the rest of the instructions in the trace. Wide fetch mechanisms must fetch not only the critical instructions that are first in dataflow order, but also all the intervening instructions.
We propose a fetch mechanism that fetches multiple traces concurrently using multiple narrow instruction sequencers instead of one wide sequencer. Since multiple traces are fetched concurrently, the individual instructions are fetched out-of-order. Narrow sequencers use the available bandwidth more effectively since fewer fetch slots are wasted due to branches and cache-line boundaries. Moreover, just like out-of-order execution is able to overlap long latency operations with other useful instructions, out-of-order fetch can tolerate instruction supply delays like I-cache misses by fetching other useful instructions while the miss is resolved. This mechanism can be thought of as just-in-time trace constructor [8] that can build multiple traces concurrently.
We also observed that programs display a remarkably large amount of trace locality. In some benchmarks as many as 70% of the dynamic traces repeat within the next sixteen traces. It may be better to reuse the constructed traces rather than discarding them immediately after use. This turns our mechanism into a small trace cache with a very fast trace construction mechanism. Whereas a trace cache can exploit almost all the locality that is available, it is slow at constructing traces; this mechanism can exploit a smaller amount of locality, but can construct traces quickly. Reusing trace buffers also has the advantage of reducing accesses to the instruction cache by more than 80% in some cases and 50% on average.
Multiple sequencers also make it possible to use the fetch unit in far more flexible ways than a monolithic fetch unit would allow. It is much easier to implement techniques like dual-path execution [5, 10] , speculative threads [22] , etc., that require fetching multiple threads. In a multithreaded processor, multiple sequencers enable a much finer grained control over allocation of fetch resources to threads than is possible otherwise.
The next section describes our mechanism in detail. Section 3 contains an evaluation of the proposed mechanism. We discuss some related work in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary and some future research directions.
Instruction Fetch with Multiple Sequencers
The conventional approach of fetching instructions from the location pointed to by the program counter is insufficient for fetching instructions from multiple points in the program. To be able to fetch from multiple locations, we must know the addresses of multiple instructions in the near future rather than just a single current address.
Instead of keeping track of control flow at the granularity of individual instructions we divide the instruction stream into coarser units called traces. A trace is a dynamic sequence of instructions in program order, potentially spanning control instructions. Control flow can be predicted on the granularity of traces using a trace predictor [11, 16] . It has been demonstrated that trace predictors can achieve equivalent or higher prediction accuracies than conventional branch predictors [7] .
Once future control flow can be predicted at trace granularity, multiple traces can be fetched concurrently by using multiple instruction sequencers. This parallelizes instruction fetch: the latency and the width of a single instruction sequencer are no longer the primary determinants of the fetch bandwidth since it is straightforward to add more instruction sequencers to increase the total raw fetch bandwidth.
Design Details
The architecture we are proposing is illustrated in Figure 2 . The instruction fetch queue (IFQ) between the fetch and decode stages is preceded by a set of trace buffers. The fetch unit is replicated, and fetched instructions are placed in trace buffers rather than directly Instructions are fetched into active trace buffers starting at the address pointed to by each buffer's PC. Each trace buffer's PC is updated as usual when instructions are fetched into it. The IFQ reads instructions out of the oldest trace buffer and follows the next trace pointer when it encounters the end of the current trace. Once all instructions in the trace are inserted into the IFQ, the trace buffer is marked invalid.
Fetch Unit
When a program starts executing, the fetch unit fetches instructions sequentially, as usual, and places them in an available trace buffer instead of the instruction fetch queue. It also checks each instruction fetched for trace termination conditions. At the end of the trace, it obtains a new trace buffer, links it to the old one, and marks the old buffer inactive. Then, it continues fetching instructions sequentially into the new trace buffer.
On a trace prediction, the fetch unit obtains a new trace buffer and adds it to the end of the chain of valid buffers. When multiple trace buffers are active, instructions are fetched into all of them simultaneously if enough sequencers are available.
A new trace buffer can be created in the following ways: first, when the trace predictor makes a prediction, and second, by fall through from the previous trace if no prediction is available. A third way is when the fetch unit is redirected after a misprediction-this will be discussed in Section 2.6. Branches are assumed not-taken if predictions are not available.
Instruction fetch into different buffers is completely decoupled. Stalls in one buffer do not affect the other active buffers. Trace end points may be reached in an order completely different from program order. The IFQ still receives the instructions in program order, so no changes are needed to the machine beyond the IFQ, except for some mechanisms for recovering from mispredictions and training the trace predictor.
Banked Instruction Cache
To enable multiple sequencers to fetch instructions concurrently, the instruction cache must be able to supply multiple cache lines in the same cycle. Although this can be achieved by multiporting the cache so that multiple lines can be read out of a single bank in the same cycle, that would substantially increase the size of the cache, slow it down, and increase its power consumption. We instead achieve the same effect by banking the cache and adding a bank access controller that schedules access to the banks.
Lines are mapped to banks using standard low-order interleaving. The bank access controller services requests in oldest-trace-first order, servicing at most one request from each sequencer in a cycle.
Trace Selection and Prediction
Good trace selection involves balancing several contradictory requirements. First, the traces must be reasonably long. At the same time, traces should be terminated at the end of control structures like loops and functions to increase the prediction accuracy and decrease the number of unique traces. However, we don't want to stop traces at each control instruction since being able to fetch past control instructions is one of the primary motivations for building traces.
We use function boundaries as the primary division, along with some other constraints to ensure reasonable size, high prediction accuracy, and a small working set. The reader is referred to other papers [11, 17] for a more detailed exploration of trace selection techniques.
Trace Selection.
We limit the size of traces to 16 instructions. Traces are terminated if (1) they are too long, (2) a call, return, or indirect branch is encountered, or (3) the trace is longer than eight instructions and an unconditional branch is encountered. Terminating traces at calls/returns and indirect branches enables using a return address stack (RAS) and an indirect branch predictor to supplement the trace predictor, significantly increasing prediction accuracy (see Section 2.4.3 for details). Terminating traces at all unconditional branches when the trace is longer than eight instructions reduces the number of unique traces in the program since traces tend to start at fewer points. This leads to higher prediction accuracy and smaller trace cache miss rate. Table 1 lists the trace characteristics of the SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks used in this study. Most benchmarks have a fairly small number of static traces. Integer benchmarks have more traces, as well as smaller traces, than floating point benchmarks. As the last column shows, the number of traces that execute frequently is a small percentage of the number of traces in all benchmarks, and a relatively small absolute number for all benchmarks except gcc.
Trace Prediction.
We u s e t h e t r a c e p r e d i c t o r proposed by Jacobson et al. [7] . Each trace is assigned a trace identifier obtained by combining bits from the starting address of the trace and its branch history. The predictor consists of a correlated table indexed by trace identifiers of the previous traces, and a smaller filtering table to eliminate the easy to predict traces from the primary table. The trace predictor is based on the Multiscalar task predictor named "DOLC" [1] .
Each entry in the predictor contains the starting address of the trace, a bitmap encoding the directions of conditional branches, and bits indicating whether the trace ends with a function call, return, or indirect branch. In case of a trace ending with a call or indirect branch, the predictor also contains the address of the last instruction. The predictor is indexed by a hash function applied to the trace history buffer. The predictor is updated in the commit stage as instructions retire.
The letters D, O, L, and C in the name of the predictor stand for the four parameters that define the predictor: the size of the history buffer (or Depth), the number of bits extracted from the identifier of Current trace, the number of bits extracted from the identifier of Last trace, and the number of bits extracted from the identifiers of Older traces. We use the values D=9, C=9, L=7, and O=4. The primary table contains 64k lines and the secondary table 16k lines. Figure 3 shows both the trace prediction accuracy and the branch prediction accuracy of the predictor.
Returns and Indirect Branches.
Since instructions are being fetched out of order, it is possible for a later return instruction to be fetched before an earlier return instruction. However, return instructions must access the RAS in program order for its predictions to be correct. A similar argument holds for the indirect branch predictor.
We access the RAS or the indirect predictor when traces are predicted. Traces can contain at most one call, return, or indirect branch since these instructions end traces. The trace predictor predicts whether a trace will end with these instructions, and the address of the instruction if required. Since traces are predicted in program order, the RAS and the indirect branch predictor are accessed in program order as well.
Restoring predictor state on mispredictions is handled by making a copy of any data that is modified, just like in conventional out-of-order processor. When the last instruction of a trace is fetched, the prediction is verified. On mispredictions, the predictor state is repaired by restoring it to the backed up value and then redoing the modifications made by future traces. 
Trace Reuse
The technique as described above discards instructions in trace buffers once they have been decoded. An alternative is to keep instructions in the buffer and to reuse buffers if control flow reaches the same trace again. If there is sufficient locality in the instruction stream, trace reuse could lead to an improvement in performance as well as a reduction in cache/memory traffic.
Reduced cache traffic makes the performance much more robust in the presence of bank conflicts. It also reduces the power consumed by the L1 instruction cache. However, it may not lead to an net reduction in power usage as compared to a processor without multiple sequencers, since the reduction is offset by the power consumed by trace buffers.
Recovering from Branch Mispredictions
On a branch misprediction, in addition to simply redirecting the fetch unit, the current fetch context must be restored so that (1) the trace selection algorithm does not get misaligned, and (2) the trace identifier history remains accurate. This can be done with mechanisms that already exist in all processors for restoring the global branch history after mispredictions.
Some mispredictions can be detected in the fetch stage itself by comparing the PC following the last instruction in a trace to the predicted next trace. In case of a mismatch, all future traces are marked invalid. Early detection of such mispredictions allows earlier recovery, and reduces the number of spurious instructions fetched and executed.
Out-of-Order Renaming
Once the instructions are being fetched out of order, it is desirable to be able to execute independent instructions from a later trace before previous traces have been fetched completely. This requires renaming instructions out of order. We believe that a solution similar to those proposed by Stark et al. [19] and Cher et al. [3] can be used to solve this problem.
The trace predictor can be augmented to predict a rename mask that identifies independent instructions. This mask can be used to selectively execute only these instructions until all prior traces have been fetched. Delayed instructions can be renamed when all their sources are available. Alternatively, they can be renamed speculatively, and on a misspeculation the source register values can copied into the predicted physical registers after execution of the source instructions.
This paper concentrates only on the fetch component of the instruction supply problem. We do not evaluate out-oforder renaming in this paper.
Experimental Evaluation
We used a simulator based on the SimpleScalar toolset [2] to model a multiple sequencer based fetch mechanism. Parameters of the base-case processor are shown in Table 2 . We simulate a 16-wide processor with large caches to ensure that it can achieve high IPC, and can therefore benefit from high bandwidth instruction fetch. Large caches also ensure that the conventional instruction fetch mechanism works as well as possible, which shows that the performance improvement due to multiple sequencers cannot simply be achieved by enlarging the instruction cache.
All benchmarks were taken from the SPEC CPU 2000 suite and compiled with optimization using the Compaq/ Alpha vendor compiler (version 6.4-214). Test inputs were used, and the programs were simulated for at most one billion instructions. Table 1 lists some characteristics of the benchmarks. We used only a subset of the benchmarks because of limitations in the simulator: (1) many floating point programs produced output that did not match the We compare three different instruction fetch mechanisms: conventional 16-wide fetch (W16), trace cache (TC), and multiple sequencers (MS). W16 fetches instructions sequentially, stopping at the first taken branch or cache line boundary. The number of branch predictions per cycle is unlimited. TC models a 2-way set associative trace cache with 16 instructions per trace. On a cache hit, the entire trace can be fetched in one cycle if there are sufficient slots in the instruction fetch queue. On a cache miss, instructions are fetched from the L1 instruction cache using the W16 mechanism. The processor contains an L1 instruction cache of the same size as the trace cache. We found that this division gave better results than a large trace cache without an L1 instruction cache. In one cycle, instructions can be fetched from either the trace cache, or the L1 instruction cache, but not both. The trace predictor is described in Section 2.4. The total size of the level one instruction storage is kept the same whenever two schemes are compared (i.e. when TC is compared to W16, the sum of the size of the trace cache and L1 instruction cache in TC is equal to the size of the L1 instruction cache in W16).
The various MS configurations are labeled using the convention MS-NxMw where N is the number of sequencers and M the width of each sequencer. For example, MS-2x8w denotes two 8-wide sequencers. There are 16 trace buffers of 16 instructions each. The instruction cache is divided into eight banks as described in Section 2.3. The trace predictor and the trace selection algorithm are identical to those used by TC. The trace predictor can make one prediction every cycle. New trace buffers are activated on predictions made by the predictor regardless of the number of buffers already active.
Sequencers are assigned to trace buffers in oldest first order. The L1 instruction cache is the same as in W16.
The results section is structured as follows. First, in Section 3.1, we study the effect of multiple sequencers on instruction cache traffic. In Section 3.2 we compare the performance of multiple sequencers with conventional instruction sequencing and trace caches. Finally, in Section 3.3 we study the behavior of these mechanisms under high cache miss rates.
Instruction Cache Traffic
When building a high bandwidth fetch unit, it is inevitable that the number of instructions fetched will be much greater than the number of committed instructions, due to fetching down mispredicted paths. An over-eager fetch mechanism may increase memory traffic and worsen instruction cache performance, doing more harm than good. Figure 4 shows the number of instructions fetched by W16, TC, and MS without trace reuse, normalized by the number of committed instructions. The number of instructions fetched is equal to the total number of instructions read from the L1 cache for W16 and MS, and the sum of the number of instructions fetched from the L1 cache and the trace cache for TC. Floating point benchmarks show only a small increase in the number of instructions fetched. Integer benchmarks show a relatively higher increase of 40% on average. This is comparable to the number of extra instructions fetched by a trace cache. Figure 5 presents the same data as Figure 4 , except that trace reuse is now enabled. Trace reuse directly translates into reduced cache traffic, since the instructions corresponding to reused traces do not have to be fetched from the instruction cache. Cache traffic is reduced dramatically-by 50% over all benchmarks on average, and by more than 80% for four benchmarks (bzip2, gzip, mcf, and ammp). The trace buffers act as a filter cache [9, 15] making the number of instructions fetched from the cache smaller than the number of instructions executed in most cases.
Interestingly, two benchmarks that benefit the most from trace reuse, gzip and mcf, are also the ones that had the most wasted instructions without trace reuse. This suggests that most of the mispredictions in them are due to a small number of traces that occur frequently, but are hard to predict-for example, an unpredictable switch statement in a long running loop.
Performance
As discussed earlier, one way of thinking about this technique is that it constructs traces just in time so that by the time control reaches a trace the entire trace has already been constructed. If this happens often, this scheme will 64K, 2-way set-associative, 1 cycle access time, 64b blocks L2 Cache (Unified) 256K, 4-way set-associative, 10 cycle access time, 128 byte blocks Memory 100 cycle access time provide the illusion of a trace cache, and therefore will perform as well as a trace cache. In fact, it is likely that in that case MS will perform better than a trace cache, since a trace cache requires both predictability as well as locality in the sequence of traces, whereas MS requires only predictability since traces are constructed on the fly. Figure 6 shows the fraction of traces pre-constructed completely before they are needed. On average, 85% of the traces are successfully pre-constructed. The graph also demonstrates the effectiveness of multiple narrow sequencers: MS-1x16w is able to construct only 60% of the traces in time, and as the number of sequencers increases the number of successfully constructed traces increases. Figure 7 directly compares the performance of different fetch mechanisms, normalized by the performance of W16. MS-2x8w performs better than TC on the average, and MS-4x4w performs as well as TC. TC performs poorly on the benchmarks gcc and crafty since both these benchmarks have a large number of frequently executed traces, whereas MS, which uses cache space more efficiently, performs well. TC performs comparably to MS on both these benchmarks if the trace cache size is increased.
Performance decreases as the width of the fetch unit decreases, especially when the fetch unit is narrower than four. Multiple narrow fetch units rely on being able to predict future traces ahead of time, and the probability of misprediction increases as traces are predicted further into the future. For example, eight two-wide fetch units would be able to maintain instruction supply only if it were possible to accurately predict the next eight traces at all points in the program. If the trace prediction accuracy is 95%, the eighth trace has a one in three (1 -0.95 8 = 0.34) chance of being mispredicted.
The integer benchmarks show more benefit from high bandwidth fetch than floating point programs. Improving instruction fetch bandwidth does not help floating point programs since they are usually limited by large instruction latencies (cache misses, floating point operations). Figure 8 shows the performance of W16, TC and MS over a range of instruction cache sizes. The figure plots execution time normalized to W16 with a 64K instruction cache. TC suffers the most as the cache becomes smaller, since efficient use of cache space is more critical with small caches. W16 outperforms TC at cache sizes of less than 16K.
Instruction Cache Size
The four MS schemes provide the most robust performance, slowing down less than 10% even when the cache is one-eighth in size. Multiple sequencers are able to utilize the available cache space more efficiently since they do not have the storage overheads associated with trace caches. In case an L1 cache miss does occur, they are better at tolerating the miss latency since other instructions can be fetched while the miss is handled, and multiple misses can be overlapped with each other.
MS-1x16w behaves as robustly as the other MS schemes, even though it cannot fetch multiple traces in parallel. This suggests that it is the ability to initiate multiple cache misses in parallel that is the important factor in tolerating small cache sizes.
Related Work
Stark et al. [19] proposed a limited form of out-of-order instruction fetch for tolerating instruction cache misses, and proposed several ways of out-of-order renaming. Unlike the technique described in this paper, instruction fetch proceeded normally during most of the execution. Instructions were fetched out-of-order only on cache misses.
Trace preconstruction was proposed by Jacobson et al. [8] to decrease the number of trace cache misses on programs with large working sets. Their focus was constructing a set of traces well ahead of the current trace so that when control reached that point in the future it would suffer no trace cache misses. Their technique maintains a stack containing entries corresponding to the hierarchical structure of functions and loops in the program. The stack is used to identify potential preconstruction points many cycles ahead of when they are needed. In contrast, our scheme uses a standard trace predictor to make predictions and tries to stay just a little ahead of the processor. These two factors are related: the reason we are able to use a standard trace predictor is that we only predict control flow in the immediate future. Unlike the aim of trace preconstruction-prefetching potential trace cache misses-our scheme takes the idea to its limit by making the cache very small and constructing all the traces just before control flow reaches them. Fetch Target Queue [14] was proposed by Reinman et al. to decouple instruction fetch from the rest of the execution pipeline. Their scheme predicts targets of future branches in advance of when the branches are fetched and inserts the target addresses in the fetch target queue. This queue can then be used for prefetching cache blocks that are not present in the level one instruction cache. However, the fetch bandwidth of the processor is still limited by the density of taken branches in the instruction stream.
Speculative multithreading architectures like Multiscalar [1, 18] come closest to this technique as far as the nature of instruction fetch is concerned. They typically consist of multiple execution cores, each of which has a fetch unit and a trace/task predictor that assigns traces to cores. Since each execution core fetches instructions it needs by itself, instructions are fetched as and when they are needed, in an order different from program order. The technique proposed in this paper decouples the decision to build clustered fetch units from the decision to build clustered execution cores.
Another approach to high bandwidth fetch is changing the code layout to correspond more closely to the desired fetch order. Ramirez et al. proposed a profile based compiler optimization called a Software Trace Cache [13] that rearranges basic blocks in the program so that the instruction cache stores continuous traces of instructions, just like a trace cache. Their results show that the best performance is achieved by a combination of both the hardware and software trace cache.
Conclusions and Future Directions
High bandwidth instruction fetch is essential for building high performance processors. Conventional instruction fetch techniques are difficult to scale up to provide this extra bandwidth since the fetch unit needs to be redirected on each taken branch. Trace caches are a brute force solution to this problem. They are capable of supplying instructions at a very high rate but are expensive in terms of their area requirements since they utilize cache space inefficiently.
Sequencing through the program at the granularity of traces and fetching multiple traces simultaneously by using a replicated fetch unit can be used to get the best of both worlds: fetch bandwidth of a trace cache, and the storage efficiency of an instruction cache. Trace-granularity sequencing decouples the fetch of different parts of the program from each other, and this decoupling enables parallelizing instruction fetch by using multiple sequential instruction sequencers. We described the design of such a fetch unit in detail and demonstrated that it is capable of achieving similar fetch bandwidth to a trace cache, and, at the same time, decreasing the number of instructions fetched from the instruction cache.
Our results also suggest that multiple sequencers are more resilient to larger I-cache miss rates than a trace cache. An important area of future work is evaluating this mechanism in the context of future technology trends like variable latency caches, longer access times and power consumption restrictions. We expect that multiple sequencers will turn out to be a good fit for the requirements of future processors.
Fetching instructions out of order is only half the battle, since even when instructions are fetched out of order they simply wait in a buffer for instructions before them to be fetched before they can be executed. In the future, we plan to relax this restriction as well by renaming instructions out-of-order and issuing them to execution units without requiring all prior instructions to be fetched.
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